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ABSTRACT 

Objective:  The primary goal of the current study was to characterize perceived social support 

(PSS) and isolation longitudinally among people with chronic pain (CP) who were and were not 

receiving group psychosocial interventions for CP.  The second goal of the study was to describe 

how PSS and isolation variables are associated with quality-of-life (QOL) variables over time for 

those same participants.   

Background:  Previous research has demonstrated that positive social support can predict better 

outcomes for people with CP and negative social support can predict poorer outcomes.  

Furthermore, CP is associated with decreased social support and greater isolation.  Despite the 

knowledge that PSS can be an important coping resource for people with CP, research on the 

longitudinal patterns of PSS and isolation and their relationships to QOL variables over time is 

lacking, especially among people with CP.   

Method: Social health and QOL data from 290 participants from the Learning About My Pain 

study (Eyer & Thorn, 2016) were used to examine longitudinal PSS and isolation with piecewise 

linear growth models using multilevel modeling.  Participants were randomly assigned to 

participate in group cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT), group pain psychoeducation (EDU), or 

medical treatment-as-usual (TAU) for 10 weeks followed by a 6-month post-treatment follow-up 

period.  Participants were assessed pre-, mid-, and post-treatment, as well as at follow-up. 

Results:  PSS was relatively stable over the treatment and follow-up periods except for small 

decreases in emotional and informational support among TAU and social isolation among EDU 

during the follow-up period.  Companionship was associated with decreasing pain interference, 
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disability, and depression, and emotional support was associated with decreasing pain 

interference and depression, whereas instrumental support and isolation were associated with 

worsening QOL.  The Buffering Hypothesis of PSS was not supported in the current sample.   

Conclusions:  A potential benefit of participating in psychosocial group treatments for CP 

appears to be the lack of deterioration of emotional and informational support for CBT and EDU 

and decreasing isolation for EDU participants.  Social health was predictive of QOL.  Future 

research and treatment of CP should account for PSS and isolation and the ways in which they 

interact with pain and QOL.   
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The goal of the current project is to explore the longitudinal nature of perceived social 

support (PSS) constructs and their relationships with quality-of-life (QOL) outcome variables 

among people with chronic pain (CP) who are participating in weekly CP self-management 

groups at federally qualified health centers in Alabama.  The study tested specific hypotheses 

that PSS increases over time for group participants and decreases for those in the treatment-as-

usual (TAU) control condition and that higher levels of PSS are longitudinally predictive of 

improving QOL outcome variables.  Furthermore, the study tested a prediction based on the 

Buffering Hypothesis of PSS.  The hypotheses were tested primarily using multilevel modeling 

(MLM) methods for longitudinal data. 

a.  Prevalence & Costs of Chronic Pain 

Pain is a functionally universal human experience that is both normative and adaptive 

(Institute of Medicine [IOM], 2011).  Pain is defined by the International Association for the 

Study of Pain (IASP) as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual 

or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage” (Merskey & Bogduk,1994, p. 

210).  Despite the crucial functional role of pain, it is not uncommon for pain to outlast its 

helpful functions (e.g., protection from further damage during healing) and become 

disproportionately impairing.  At such times, CP develops.  IASP defines chronic pain (CP) as 

“ongoing or recurrent pain, lasting beyond the usual course of acute illness or injury or more 

than 3 to 6 months, and which adversely affects the individual’s well-being.  A simpler definition 
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for chronic or persistent pain is pain that continues when it should not” (2004, as cited in 

American Chronic Pain Association [ACPA], 2016).   

 CP is a massive public health dilemma.  According to the IOM’s comprehensive report 

(2011), CP affects at least 100 million adults in the United States.  Recent estimates suggest that 

47% of Americans experience CP (Brown, 2012), with other prevalence estimates ranging up to 

64% (Perquin et al., 2000; Petersen, Brulin, & Bergstrom, 2006).  Pain, including CP, is 

experienced across the lifespan and affects the young as well as the old (Crombie, Croft, Linton, 

LeResche, & Von Korff, 1999; Perquin et al., 2000).  Lifetime prevalence estimates suggest that 

at least 60% of adults will experience CP at some point (Hillman, Wright, Rajaratnam, Tennant, 

& Chamberlain, 1996; Papageorgiou, Croft, Ferry, Jayson, & Silman, 1995; Walsh, Cruddas, & 

Coggon, 1992).  Additionally, the prevalence of CP appears to be increasing.  For instance, the 

prevalence of chronic low back pain increased by 64% from 2000 to 2007 (Smith, Davis, Stano, 

& Whedon, 2013). 

 CP is a characteristic feature of a wide array of diverse conditions, including migraines, 

arthritis (itself a diverse catchment of conditions), fibromyalgia, low back pain, heart disease, 

cancer, stroke, diabetes, and physical trauma (IOM, 2011).  Given such heterogeneity, it should 

not be surprising that CP affects more Americans than diabetes, heart disease, and cancer 

combined (Tsang et al., 2008).  Furthermore, the increasing pervasiveness of CP has wide-

reaching financial consequences, costing at least $560 to $635 billion annually (or $2,000 per 

person in the United States) in terms of both direct costs for medical treatment as well as indirect 

costs attributable to lost work productivity (IOM, 2011).  CP also and accounts for 

approximately 14% of Medicare costs (IOM, 2011). 
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b.  Pain & Quality of Life 

Compounding the financial costs of CP, the experiential costs to QOL and well-being for 

people living with CP are innumerable.  The pain care standards of the Joint Commission on 

Accreditation of Hospitals and Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) recognize the impact of pain 

on QOL and even go as far as saying that the relief of pain is an important index of the quality of 

medical care that a person receives (Berry & Dahl, 2000).  Research has also demonstrated that 

CP can be a chronically stressful experience that is associated with increased psychological 

problems and distress (Dersh, Polatin, & Gatchel, 2002).  People who experience CP are 

significantly more likely to experience depression (Banks & Kerns, 1996; Demyttenaere et al., 

2007; Dominick, Blyth, & Nicholas, 2012; Gureje et al., 2008; McWilliams, Cox, & Enns, 2003; 

McWilliams, Goodwin, & Cox, 2004) and anxiety (Demyttenaere et al., 2007; Dominick et al., 

2012; Gureje et al., 2008; McWilliams et al., 2003; McWilliams et al., 2004), alcohol abuse or 

dependence (Demyttenaere et al., 2007; Dersh et al., 2002), are at a much greater risk of suicide 

(Tang & Crane, 2006), are more likely to have other medical conditions (McWilliams et al., 

2003), have increased sleep problems (Palesh et al., 2007), experience higher levels of disability 

(Scott et al., 2009), miss more days of work (Wynn-Jones, Dunn, & Main, 2008), have decreased 

work productivity (Gaskin & Richard, 2012; Stewart, Ricci, Chee, Morganstein, & Lipton, 

2003), have difficulty maintaining employment (Von Korff, Ormel, Keefe, & Dworkin, 1992), 

spend more money on healthcare (Arnow et al., 2009), and are at risk of becoming socially 

isolated or withdrawn or have difficulty maintaining relationships (Hadjistavropoulos, Craig, & 

Fuchs-Lacelle, 2004; Kappesser & de C. Williams, 2008).   

Not only are those with CP likely to experience comorbid psychological disorders, but 

those psychological disorders are associated with even worse pain outcomes.  Patients with 
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comorbid depression have significantly increased medical costs above and beyond those who 

have CP but not depression (Arnow et al., 2009).  The presence of psychiatric comorbidities, 

such as depression, is associated with increased disability among people with CP relative to 

those with CP but without a mental disorder (Hall et al., 2011; McWilliams et al., 2003; Scott et 

al., 2009).  Additionally, the presence of pain is associated with worse course of depression and 

anxiety (Gerrits et al., 2012).  Multi-site pain is related to even higher rates of depression and 

anxiety than single-site CP, which is already elevated relative to general population (Gureje et 

al., 2008).   

Previous research has accumulated strong evidence in support of the idea that pain 

“pathology” does not strictly determine a person’s level of functioning and QOL (Waddell, 

1987).  Anecdotally and from clinical observations, two different people with the “same pain” 

from a pathology standpoint can “look” completely different in terms of their functioning.  One 

person might be bedridden, in need of in-home care services and assistance with activities of 

daily living, whereas another person with the same pain source of equivalent severity might be 

active, employed, and engaged in their own life and the lives of their loved ones and their 

community.  The first person might experience depression and anxiety related to pain, whereas 

the second person might be happy and relaxed despite their pain.  These observations have been 

supported by imaging studies, which have consistently demonstrated that neither observable 

pathology nor the experience of pain are strictly predictive of the other (Baranto, Hellstrom, 

Cederlund, Nyman, & Sward, 2009; Blankenbaker et al., 2008; Borenstein et al., 2001; Carragee, 

Alamin, Miller, & Carragee, 2005; Jarvik et al, 2005; Link et al., 2003).  Additionally, Dominick 

et al. (2012), concluded that reporting a chronic physical health condition that might include pain 

as a symptom, such as arthritis, is not the same thing as reporting CP.  Clearly, the experience of 
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pain is much more complex than simple tissue damage, and other important factors are involved, 

which reduce the correlation between pathology and the lived experience of pain.  

Given the widespread and pervasive impact of CP on the lives of people who experience 

it, there is a significant need to address this problem and to mitigate its negative consequences.  

Whereas decreased ratings of pain intensity is an important outcome, addressing QOL despite 

pain is an even more important indicator of improvement and is more salient to the lived 

experience of people with CP.  If a person can continue to work, participate in their life and 

relationships, and do other things that are important or meaningful to them even though they still 

have pain, then the actual ratings of pain are not as important.  Furthermore, relieving the 

consequences and negative correlates of a person’s pain, such as social isolation, depression, or 

impaired physical functioning, even in the face of continued pain could potentially help ease the 

burden of pain and make it more manageable.  Such improvements could lead to generalized 

improvements in other pain-related domains, as well. 

c.  Pain & Social Support 

 As mentioned above, one of the important impacts of CP on a person’s life is the ways 

that it affects their relationships with others.  Pain occurs within social contexts.  For many 

people, CP is related to a decline or “deterioration” in the quality of their social relationships 

(Hadjistavropoulos et al., 2004).  For instance, chronic headache sufferers have been found to be 

less satisfied with the social support available in their lives (Martin & Soon, 1993). 

Those with CP often find that their pain makes it more difficult for them to do the things 

they used to do with their friends and family members.  They might also find it harder to 

participate in their typical recreational activities or fulfill other important social roles, such as at 

work (Kappesser & de C. Williams, 2008).  These increased difficulties can also be associated 
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with withdrawal from meaningful activities and important people in their lives (Kappesser & de 

C. Williams, 2008).  Other research has suggested that the decreased activities and social support 

due to functional disability are associated with later symptoms of depression (Chao, 2014; 

Gerrits et al., 2012).  

 The relationships between pain and interpersonal relationships, however, are not one-

way.  Not only does pain affect social relationships, but those social relationships also have 

important impacts on the nature of each person’s pain experience and their expression of that 

pain (Hadjistavropoulos et al., 2011).  In some cases, the social environment provides 

reinforcement and motivation for misrepresentation of pain to others, such as minimizing one’s 

pain to avoid social stigma or other anticipated negative consequences (Lyons, Langille, & Duck, 

2006).  Of course, the social environment can also provide reinforcement for exaggerations of a 

person’s pain experience, as well (Badr & Milbury, 2011; Romano et al., 1995; Turk, Kerns, & 

Rosenberg, 1992), such as rewarding the “sick role” or reducing expectations of an individual in 

response to strong expressions of pain.   

Based on the work of S. Cohen and Wills (1985) and their Buffering Hypothesis of Social 

Support, a large body of literature also indicates that perceived social support (PSS), or a 

person’s beliefs about their available social resources, protects people against the harmful effects 

of stressors such as pain (e.g., Clay, Roth, Wadley, & Haley, 2008; Fiore, Coppel, Becker, & 

Cox, 1986).  This body of literature distinguishes PSS from actual support received or enacted by 

others and from the number of supportive persons identified.  Research evidence suggests that 

this beneficial buffering effect operates by decreasing the functional level of stress attributable to 

stressors due to increased perceptions of resources available to help one cope (see S. Cohen, 
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2004).  Such decreased threat appraisals can also change a person’s emotional, physiological, 

and behavioral responses to the stressors.   

Many research studies have demonstrated positive buffering relationships between PSS 

and positive health outcomes (DeLongis, Folkman, & Lazarus, 1988; Lepore, 1995; Uchino, 

Cacioppo, Malarkey, Glaser, & Kiecolt-Glaser, 1995).  Fiore et al. (1986) found that satisfaction 

with social support was significantly predictive of psychological adjustment, including 

depression and general psychopathology, among caregivers of spouses with Alzheimer’s disease.  

Drentea, Clay, Roth, & Mittelman (2006) stated that satisfaction “taps into” PSS, the putative 

main actor responsible for the salubrious buffering effects of social support.  Additionally, 

Kiecolt-Glaser, Dura, Speicher, Trask, and Glaser (1991) found that dementia caregivers with 

low social support at baseline had poorer immune function at follow-up.  In their review of 

relevant literature, House, Landis, and Umberson (1988) summarized studies demonstrating that 

social support serves important protective functions for health leading to positive outcomes, 

including decreased mortality, morbidity, and cardiovascular reactivity to stress, even after 

adjusting for other risk factors.  Clay et al. (2008) found that higher levels of satisfaction with 

social support among dementia caregivers predicted lower depression scores and higher self-

reported life satisfaction.  

Social support can also be a positive resource for people with CP, helping them cope with 

their pain, and is associated with greater psychological well-being (Burckhardt, 1985; Faucett & 

Levine, 1991; Murphy, Creed, & Jayson, 1988; Turner & Noh, 1988).  For instance, Cano (2004) 

demonstrated that perceptions of more general social support and spousal support were 

associated with decreased psychological distress and pain severity.  Additionally, perceptions of 

greater general social support were also associated with decreased pain catastrophizing.  
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Williams et al. (2004) found that amount of social support significantly predicted degree of 

interference due to pain after amputation, life satisfaction, and mobility.  In experimental pain 

research, the mere presence of an observer (i.e., a proximal supporter) is associated with self-

reports of less pain in a cold-pressor task (Brown, Sheffield, Leary, & Robinson, 2003).   

However, on the flip-side, the effects of social relationships on pain are not always so 

rose-colored.  When social support becomes solicitous (e.g., doing tasks for the person in pain 

without giving them the opportunity to do them for themselves, excusing the person in pain from 

expected roles, and/or discouraging functional well behaviors), it can be associated with negative 

outcomes such as increased pain and disability (Boothby, Thorn, Overduin, & Ward, 2004; 

McCracken, 2005; Paulsen & Altmaier, 1995; Romano et al., 1995; Turk et al., 1992).  Further, 

negative and punishing partner responses to patients’ pain behaviors are associated with greater 

pain intensity, poorer physical and psychosocial functioning, and increased depression 

(Buenaver, Edwards, & Haythornthwaite, 2006; Schwartz, Slater, & Birchler, 1996; Turk et al., 

1992).  When there is conflict or other problems in social relationships, greater physical and 

mental distress can result (Feuerstein, Sult, & Houle, 1985; Fiore, Becker, & Coppel, 1983; 

Goldberg, Kerns, & Rosenberg, 1993; Hadjistavropoulos et al., 2004).  Additionally, research 

has suggested that not only does social exclusion and rejection hurt physically (Eisenberger, 

Lieberman, & Williams, 2003), but it can also sensitize the nervous system to respond more 

easily to future pain experiences in rats (Coutinho et al., 2002) and possibly also in humans 

(Davis, Luecken, & Zautra, 2005; Ehnvall et al., 2011; Eisenberger & Lieberman, 2004; Riva, 

Wesselmann, Wirth, Carter-Sowell, & Williams, 2014). 
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d.  Longitudinal Social Support 

 Despite the health significance of social support for numerous conditions, including CP, 

little research has been done on the longitudinal nature of social support (Kristofferzon, 

Löfmark, & Carlsson, 2005).  What little research does exist is limited in a variety of ways and 

has not directly targeted populations with CP.  Generally, the findings suggest that social support 

either tends to be stable over time or that it decreases longitudinally, especially when people do 

not receive psychosocial interventions. 

Powers, Bisconti, & Bergeman (2014) reported that social support among widows was 

relatively stable across 2 years post-widowhood; however, they noted that the trajectory 

depended on the particular type of social support.  In particular, they reported that emotional 

support appears to decrease over time post-widowhood.  Among newlywed couples, supportive 

behavior (i.e., social capitalization) remained relatively stable over 1 year (Sullivan, Pasch, 

Johnson, & Bradbury, 2010); however, among a different, nonclinical sample of romantic 

partners, results indicated that support variables declined over time (Logan & Cobb, 2013).   

In a large-scale study of nonclinical older adults in Taiwan, Chao (2014) reported that 

social support remained relatively stable across 8 years.  Furthermore, social support 

significantly negatively predicted depressive symptoms across time, with social support at earlier 

time-points predicting depressive symptoms at later time-points 4 and 8 years later.  Consistent 

with literature on pain-related disability and social support, baseline ratings of disability in this 

nonclinical sample predicted social support ratings at subsequent time-points.  These findings 

suggest that, even though social support appears to be relatively stable for nonclinical samples, 

changes in social support might be related to longitudinal changes in indicators of well-being and 

QOL (i.e., depression).   Furthermore, given the possibility of disability to impair social support 
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across time, it is reasonable to wonder whether interventions that reduce self-reported disability 

for people with CP might also be associated with improvements in social resources or vice versa.  

One major shortcoming of Chao (2014), however, is the fact that functional disability was only 

measured at baseline and not longitudinally, thereby limiting the kinds of analyses and 

conclusions made possible by the data and precluding answering questions regarding whether 

changes in disability predict changes in social support or whether it is actually the reverse.  

Using a panel analysis, Krause, Liang, and Yatomi (1989) reported that changes in social 

support satisfaction precede and affect subsequent changes in depression rather than the reverse.  

However, their study only used two time-points and was conducted using a nonclinical sample of 

community-dwelling older adults.  Because data were only collected at two time-points, patterns 

of change in social support across time could not be analyzed.  The authors specifically 

recommend collecting data from at least three time-points in future studies. 

Among clinical samples, specific supportive behaviors at baseline predicted health 

outcomes among middle-aged and older adults with diabetes mellitus in an 8-year longitudinal 

study (Nicklett, Heisler, Spencer, & Rosland, 2013).  General social support at baseline showed a 

trend (p = .06) toward predicting health outcomes in the same study.  However, a major 

limitation of Nicklett et al. (2013) is the fact that social support was not measured longitudinally, 

only at baseline.  In a study of myocardial infarction patients in Sweden, Kristofferzon et al. 

(2005) reported no statistically significant changes in PSS or social support network over 12 

months post-myocardial infarction.  However, Kristofferzon et al. (2005) did not examine the 

effects of social support on QOL variables or well-being indices, even though they collected 

those data.  Other studies with clinical samples have only collected data on social support at two 
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time-points (Daly et al., 2000; Riegel & Gocka, 1995; Young & Kahana, 1993) or suffered from 

relatively low sample size (N = 38: Daly et al., 2000; N = 64: Riegel & Gocka, 1995).  

Research on support deterioration theories of stress (Lin & Ensel, 1984) has 

demonstrated that, in the context of chronic stressors, social support resources often diminish, 

becomes exhausted, or are overwhelmed.  Kaniasty and Norris (1993) found that social support 

was eroded in the aftermath of a major disaster (a flood) and that decreases in social support due 

to the flood were associated with increased distress.  Bolger, Foster, Vinokur, and Ng (1996) 

found that, among patients newly diagnosed with breast cancer, emotional distress was related to 

significant others withdrawing support over the course of 6 months.  Likewise, Moyer and 

Salovey (1999) found that higher psychological distress after surgery predicted decreased PSS 

among women with breast cancer.  Moyer and Salovey (1999) also reported that PSS generally 

decreased over 13 months after surgery.  Clay et al. (2008) reported that social support decreased 

significantly for both African American and White dementia caregivers over the course of 5 

years.  These support deterioration models might also apply to people’s experience with CP; 

however, there is a dearth of sufficient longitudinal data to describe the patterns of changes in 

social support over time for people with CP.  Furthermore, the available research does not allow 

for comparisons between those receiving psychosocial treatment for CP versus those who are 

not. 

There has been very little research regarding longitudinal social support in samples of 

CP.  What research has been done has only measured social support at baseline and predicted 

other variables measured longitudinally (Williams et al., 2004) or has measured social support 

preferences over time rather than PSS (McWilliams, Higgins, Dick, & Verrier, 2014), the key 

ingredient in the buffering effects against stressors like pain.  Due to this lack of data among CP 
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samples, our knowledge is limited regarding the longitudinal relationships among pain, support 

variables, and outcome variables such as QOL.  For people with CP, we cannot conclude 

whether or not social support continues to deteriorate subsequent to pain, if it remains stable 

(albeit lowered) after the onset of pain, or whether or not diminished QOL is a contributor or 

consequence of decreased social support for people with pain. 

e.  Psychosocial Treatment of Chronic Pain 

Treatments for pain can capitalize upon the fact that extent of tissue damage does not 

strictly determine a person’s level of functioning.  McCracken and Vowles (2014) noted that 

psychosocial treatments for CP can improve meaningful aspects of the pain experience without 

improving the pain, per se.  Cognitive-behavioral and acceptance-based approaches to 

psychosocial treatments for CP often target the impact of pain for intervention rather than 

attempting to reduce the intensity or frequency of the pain as the focus of the therapy 

(McCracken & Vowles, 2014).   

Instead of promising reductions in pain, cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) approaches 

aim to help clients better cope with the reality of their pain in more productive ways (Andersson, 

Johansson, Nordlander, & Asmundson, 2011; Merlijn et al., 2004; Williams, Eccleston, & 

Morley, 2012).  Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for pain helps improve both functioning 

and mood, important components of well-being and health-related QOL, while explicitly guiding 

clients toward acceptance of their pain (McCracken & Vowles, 2014).  Operant therapy 

approaches target the person’s pain behaviors rather than the pain, itself, with the goal of 

reinforcing and increasing the frequency of adaptive behaviors and reducing the frequency of 

maladaptive pain-related behaviors (Flor & Turk, 2011; Fordyce, 1976).   
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Furthermore, such psychosocial approaches to CP treatment and management have 

demonstrated good efficacy (Ang et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2012; Ehde, Dillworth, & Turner, 

2014), including group-based treatments for CP (Andersson et al., 2011; Merlijn et al., 2004; 

Thorn et al., 2011).  Each of these treatment approaches and their successes underscore the 

importance of decoupling pain, pathology, and functional well-being when conceptualizing 

treatment targets.  Psychological interventions for pain can empower people to live healthy lives, 

even in the continued face of persistent pain.   

One way in which psychosocial treatments for CP might be able to improve the QOL of 

people with CP is by helping clients increase their social support.  One potential method for 

accomplishing that task is assertiveness training.  Turk and Winter (2006) wrote about the 

importance of good communication and assertiveness, specifically, in protecting and maintaining 

the quality of relationships for people who have CP.  Research has demonstrated that higher 

levels of assertiveness are positively associated with social support (Croner, 2002; Hersen, 

Kabacoff, Van Hasselt, & Null, 1995; Kogan, Van Hasselt, Hersen, & Kabacoff, 1995) and with 

decreased depression (Elliott & Gramling, 1990).   

From a treatment perspective, Brand (1992) reported that people who received 

relationship enhancement training, which focused on assertiveness, among other skills, had 

significant increases in perceptions of social support from family members, whereas those who 

did not receive the training intervention did not experience such increases.  Montgomery (1992) 

reported that pregnant and parenting teen mothers who received assertiveness training trended 

toward higher assertiveness scores after treatment than those who did not.   

Assertiveness training is a common part of psychosocial treatments for CP (Andersson et 

al., 2011; Merlijn et al., 2004; Thorn, Boothby, & Sullivan, 2002), however, research on 
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treatments for CP that focus on assertiveness do not seem to examine how those treatments 

impact social support, specifically.  Thus, there remain unanswered questions regarding a 

potential means by which treatments for CP might help improve patients’ QOL. 

 Research has shown that psychosocial interventions for other conditions or problems 

have the potential to help participants improve social support and that such improvements are 

related to positive outcomes, further supporting the possibility that it could be a means by which 

psychosocial interventions can help ease the burden for people with CP.  Roth, Mittelman, Clay, 

Madan, and Haley (2005) found that participation in an enhanced counseling and support 

intervention for Alzheimer’s caregivers led to significantly greater improvements in social 

support than participants in a usual care condition.  Furthermore, they demonstrated that such 

“intervention-induced” improvements in social support were responsible for a large portion of 

the observed decreases in depression and stress appraisals (i.e., improvements in social support 

mediated the effect of the intervention on the outcome variables).  Specifically, satisfaction with 

social support, which is an aspect of PSS, appeared to be responsible for the mediation effect.   

Similarly, Drentea et al. (2006) reported that participants in an intervention for spouse-

caregivers for Alzheimer’s disease showed significant improvements in satisfaction with social 

support within 4 months of the study initiation and those gains were maintained across 5 years of 

follow-up.  That same pattern was not observed in the usual care group, which did not improve 

over time.  Specifically, Drentea et al. (2006) reported that emotional support improved over 

time, whereas informational and instrumental support did not.  Drentea et al. (2006) suggested 

that higher levels of emotional support as provided by the intervention were at least partly 

responsible for the participants’ reported increases in satisfaction with support over the lack of 

improvements observed in the usual care group.  In their review of previous research, Drentea et 
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al. (2006) also discussed other specific ways in which support provided through psychosocial 

interventions might facilitate improvements in social support in other domains of the 

participants’ lives, such as by helping clarify needs, facilitating the expression of emotions, and 

improving communication.   

f.  Chronic Pain & Health Inequities 

The substantial burden of CP is not equally distributed across social groups.  Research 

has found that Black or African American participants demonstrated lower experimental pain 

tolerance and reported greater severity of CP and pain-related disability than White participants, 

suggesting the possibility of heightened pain sensitivity among Black or African American 

people (Edwards, Doleys, Fillingim, & Lowery, 2001).  African Americans’ higher reports of 

pain severity have been substantiated across a wide range of painful conditions including 

migraines (Stewart, Lipton, & Liberman, 1996), AIDS (Breitbart, et al., 1996), and arthritis 

(Anderson & Felson, 1987; Creamer, Lethbridge-Cejku, & Hochberg, 1999), as well as after 

surgery (Faucett, Gordon, & Levine, 1994; White, Asher, Lai, & Burton, 1999).  Additionally, 

research has demonstrated that Black and African American patients are at greater risk for 

receiving inadequate or decreased treatment for pain relative to White patients (Bonham, 2001; 

Green et al., 2003; Lasch, 2000; Ng, Dimsdale, Rollnick, & Shapiro, 1996; Ng, Dimsdale, 

Shragg, & Deutsch, 1996; Sullivan & Eagel, 2005).  Previous research has also reported that 

Black or African American workers receive lower disability compensation and less excused time 

from work for workplace injury claims (Tait & Chibnall, 2001; Tait, Chibnall, Andresen, & 

Hadler, 2004).  In fact, besides injury, race has been found to be the second-best predictor of 

workers’ compensation variables (Tait et al., 2004). 
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 In addition to non-White race, low income has been found to be a risk factor for 

developing CP (Dominick et al., 2012; IOM, 2011; McWilliams et al., 2003; Valat, Goupille, 

Védere, 1997; Verhaak, Kerssens, Dekker, Sorbi, & Bensing, 1998).  But those patients with low 

income also have fewer resources to seek treatment for their pain, further adding to the 

inordinate burden and diminished QOL.  Thus, for certain groups, pain not only hits harder, but 

those same people have a harder time obtaining treatment for that pain, resulting in augmented 

health-related disadvantages.  However, other research has suggested greater resilience among 

African American caregivers compared to White caregivers, which seems to be related to higher 

levels of self-reported satisfaction with social support (Clay et al., 2008), indicating a potential 

protective factor to help African American people cope with the burden of stressors like CP.  

Similarly, Clay et al. (2008) found that older caregivers reported being more satisfied with social 

support, suggesting a possible protective factor for older adults, as well.  Because of the 

differential burden of pain on various demographic groups, potentially disadvantaged 

populations must be actively included in future research on CP to better understand their 

experiences and what treatment options can be offered to them. 

g.  The Current Project 

 Pain is intimately situated in social contexts, and yet we know little about what happens 

to that social context for people with CP over time.  Due to the importance of CP as an ever-

growing public health issue and the fact that social support is a psychosocial factor that can have 

a strong impact on a person’s pain experience, the current project seeks to address gaps in the 

literature regarding the longitudinal nature of social support among people with CP.  Not only 

has previous literature failed to address the stability of social support across time for people with 

CP, but it has also failed to examine how changes in social support relate to changes in important 
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pain-related QOL variables over time.  Much of the previous literature that actually has 

addressed social support over time has only examined unidimensional social support constructs 

rather than assessing how multiple social support factors might behave differently longitudinally 

or in relation to outcome variables.   

 Further limitations emerge in the previous literature when examining how outcome 

variables have been measured.  Generally, the previously cited literature tends to use single 

indicators for QOL, disability, and other related outcome variables, and often they were only 

measured at single time-points rather than longitudinally, thereby limiting the kinds of 

conclusions that can be drawn from those studies. 

 In addition to seeking to address the aforementioned limitations and gaps, the current 

study also extends the previous literature regarding longitudinal social support and health 

variables by examining those variables in new locations and populations.  As noted in the above 

literature review, many of the studies examining longitudinal social support have taken place in 

countries outside of the United States.  To understand how social support and pain are related 

over time in order to better address the public health burden in the United States, research 

focusing on those questions in the United States must be undertaken.  Furthermore, such research 

needs to address the needs of populations who actually bear the majority of the burden of CP, 

such as people with low socioeconomic status (SES) and of racial minorities, as noted above.   

The current study examined longitudinal social support among people with CP from rural 

areas in the Southeast United States, a relatively unstudied population in this literature.  The 

study sample include a large proportion of Black/African American participants and people with 

low SES, enabling the researcher to examine these relationships among populations most in need 

of interventions to help relieve the inordinate burden of CP.   
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An additional way in which the current study adds to the existing literature and that 

makes the current study unique is that the researcher not only examined social support over time, 

but also examined differences between people receiving two different psychosocial group 

treatments for CP and those who were not (i.e., those who only received medical TAU) in a 

comparative efficacy trial described by Eyer and Thorn (2016).  Yet another strength of the 

current study is the fact that the current study included a relatively large N compared to similar 

studies in this literature. 

h.  Objectives & Hypotheses 

The current study had two major goals.  The first major goal was to examine, 

characterize, and describe patterns of PSS among people with CP longitudinally, including 

whether and how social support is different across time for people receiving and not receiving 

psychosocial group treatment for CP.  The researcher had two hypotheses related to this major 

goal.  First, it was hypothesized that participants in psychosocial treatment groups for CP would 

report increasing levels of PSS variables and decreasing levels of social isolation over the course 

of the study (Hypothesis 1).  That hypothesis was based on the findings described above that 

social support often increases during psychosocial interventions.  Statistically, Hypothesis 1 

would be confirmed by a significant positive slope for the effect of time in the longitudinal MLM 

predicting each social support variable and a significant negative slope for time predicting social 

isolation for participants in the treatment groups.  Second, based on support deterioration 

theories, it was hypothesized that participants not receiving psychosocial treatment for CP (i.e., 

in the medical TAU group) would report decreasing levels of PSS variables and increasing levels 

of social isolation over the course of the study (Hypothesis 2).  This hypothesis would be 
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confirmed by the reverse pattern of slopes described for the psychosocial treatment groups 

above.   

The second major goal of the study was to examine, characterize, and describe the 

longitudinal relationships between changes in PSS and changes in QOL/well-being outcome 

variables.  Specifically, it was hypothesized that higher levels of social support variables would 

predict improvements in depression, anxiety, physical functioning, and interference due to pain 

over time and that higher levels of social isolation would predict the opposite (Hypothesis 3).  

Finally, the study tested a hypothesis based on the Buffering Hypothesis of social support 

(Hypothesis 4).  Specifically, S. Cohen (2004) states that the buffering effect of social support is 

supported by a significant interaction between indicators of stress and social support in 

predicting consequences of stress (i.e., depression, anxiety, disability, and pain interference).  In 

this study, pain severity served as a proxy variable for stress, since pain has been indicated as a 

potential stressor in previous literature.   
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2.  METHOD 

a.  Participants 

 Participants for the study were 299 adults enrolled in a comparative-effectiveness trial of 

psychosocial group treatments for CP (cognitive-behavioral group therapy and pain 

psychoeducation; Eyer & Thorn, 2016).  

Inclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria for the study included: being at least 19 years old; 

being a current patient at the Whatley Health Services (a Federally-Qualified Health Center in 

Tuscaloosa, AL, with 8 additional satellite sites in surrounding counties); having at least one CP 

condition diagnosis; having pain more than half the days for at least 3 months; being able to 

speak and understand English enough to interact with study materials and interventions; and 

having a method for communicating with study personnel (e.g., a telephone or similar device; 

Eyer & Thorn, 2016). 

Exclusion criteria. Exclusion criteria included: having significant cognitive impairment 

according to the Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire (Pfeiffer, 1975); “current 

uncontrolled serious psychological disturbance or active substance abuse” (Eyer & Thorn, 2016, 

p. 2065); the inability to sign their name (an indication of below minimal literacy skills); “major 

changes in their current pain and psychotropic medication regimen in the last 4 weeks” (Eyer & 

Thorn, 2016, p. 2065); receiving current psychosocial treatment for their pain condition outside 

of the study (not including current psychotherapy for non-pain reasons); or previous participation 

in a research study for psychosocial treatments for pain.  Additionally, participants must have at 

least one current diagnosed pain condition that is not considered malignant pain (i.e., pain from 
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cancer or HIV).  Additionally, participants were excluded from analyses if they did not have at 

least a first-grade reading level.  Nine participants were excluded on the basis of reading level. 

b.  Measures 

 Structured Pain Interview.  In order to assess pain types, locations, and duration, as 

well as primary pain type and site, a Structured Pain Interview (SPI) was adapted from 

Blanchard and Andrasik (1985).  Participants indicate their pain sites and primary pain site on a 

body map as well as on a list of pain sites.  For each type of pain indicated by the participant 

from a list of conditions commonly associated with CP, participants are asked how long they 

have had that pain, whether the pain has ever remitted for 1 month or longer, and whether that 

pain was the result of an accident.  Participants are also asked about malignant pain that is 

relevant to study rule-outs for participation.  Additionally, participants are asked what kinds of 

treatments they have tried for their pain, and whether their pain has become more or less of a 

problem in the past year or has stayed the same. 

 Social Health Measures.  To measure social support and social isolation, five scales 

from the PROMIS v2.0 bank were used: Companionship (PROMIS, 2014), emotional support 

(PROMIS, 2015a), informational support (PROMIS, 2015b), instrumental support (PROMIS, 

2015c), and social isolation (PROMIS, 2015d).  Each scale asks participants how often they 

would endorse 4 statements (20 statements total for all 5 scales) on a Likert-type scale that 

ranges from 1 = “never” to 5 = “always.”  Total scores range from 4 to 20 for each social health 

scale, with higher scores indicating higher PSS for the first four scales and higher perceived 

social isolation for the last scale.  Estimates of internal consistency are high, ranging from 

Cronbach’s α = .95 to Cronbach’s α = .99.  
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Quality-of-Life (QOL) measures. 

Brief Pain Inventory – Interference scale (BPI-Interference).  In order to assess 

participants’ self-reported perceived pain interference the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI; Daut, 

Cleeland, & Flanrey, 1983) was used.  The BPI Interference scale prompts participants’ to rate 

their perceptions of how pain has impacted their lives in the past week in the following 7 

domains: general activity, mood, walking ability, normal work (including housework or 

employment), relationships with other people, sleep, and enjoyment of life.  Participants rate 

interference due to pain in each domain on a Likert-type scale ranging from 0 = “does not 

interfere” to 10 = “completely interferes.”  Scores are computed by calculating the mean score 

across all 7 items on the BPI-Interference scale, thus total scores range from 0 to 10, with higher 

scores indicating more interference due to pain.  Research has indicated that the BPI has 

demonstrated adequate internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .70 to .85) and that it has concurrent 

validity with other pain measurement scales (Daut et al., 1983; Zalon, 1999; Keller et al., 2004).  

Keller et al. (2004) supported the validity of using the BPI across heterogeneous pain 

populations.  

 PROMIS Physical Function Short Form 20a.  In order to measure participants’ overall 

level of health-related physical disability, the 20-item Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement 

Information System (PROMIS) v1.0 Adult Physical Function Version 1.0 Short Form (Physical 

Function Short Form 20a; PROMIS, 2011) was used.  The Physical Function scale asks 

participants the degree to which they believe that their current health limits their ability to do 

various physical activities, such as walking, climbing stairs, self-care, household chores, carrying 

groceries, and exercise, among others.  Participants respond on a Likert-type scale that ranges 

from 5 = “without any difficulty” to 1 = “unable to do” for the first 14 items and from 5 = “not at 
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all” to 1 = “cannot do” for the last 6 questions such that higher scores on each item indicate 

greater function and less physical disability in that particular behavior.  Total scale scores can 

range from 20 (lowest functioning, highest disability) to 100 (highest functioning, lowest 

disability) and ratings of internal consistency are very high (Cronbach’s α = .95).  

 Patient Health Questionnaire-9.  Depressive symptoms were measured using the Patient 

Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9; Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001).  The PHQ-9 contains 9 

items assessing the degree to which a participant has experienced each of the DSM-IV symptoms 

of depression in the past 2 weeks on a Likert-type scale that ranges from 0 = “not at all” to 3 = 

“nearly every day.”  Scores on the PHQ-9 can range from 0 to 27, with higher scores indicating 

greater endorsement of depressive symptoms.  Additionally, participants answer a tenth question 

regarding the degree to which any endorsed symptoms have interfered in their life in the past 2 

weeks, with responses ranging from “not difficult at all” to “extremely difficult.”  The PHQ-9 is 

widely used and accepted clinical measure of depression, with excellent indices of internal 

consistency (Cronbach’s α = .86 to .89) and 48-hour test-retest reliability (r = .84). 

 Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7.  Anxiety symptoms were assessed using the 

Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7; Spitzer, Kroenke, Williams, & Löwe, 2006), which is 

derived from the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for generalized anxiety disorder.  Seven items assess 

the degree to which a participant has experienced common symptoms of anxiety in the past 2 

weeks on a Likert-type scale that ranges from 0 = “not at all” to 3 = “nearly every day.”  Scores 

on the GAD-7 can range from 0 to 21, with higher scores indicating higher levels of anxiety.  An 

eighth question identical to the tenth item on the PHQ-9 is also included to assess degree of 

interference due to anxiety symptoms.  The GAD-7 has high internal consistency (Cronbach’s α 

= .92) and test-retest reliability (ICC = .83), and research indicates strong validity for the scale.  
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Measure of stress: Brief Pain Inventory – Intensity scale (BPI-Intensity).  In order to 

assess participants’ self-reported perceived pain intensity the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI; Daut, 

Cleeland, & Flanrey, 1983) was used.  The BPI-Intensity scale asks participants to rate their 

worst or most severe pain in the last 7 days, their least severe pain the past 7 days, their average 

pain over the past 7 days, and their current pain at the time of assessment using a Likert-type 

scale that ranges from 0 = “no pain” to 10 = “pain as bad as you can imagine.”  Scores are 

computed by calculating the mean score across the 4 BPI-Intensity items, thus total scores for 

both scales range from 0 to 10, with higher scores indicating more severe pain.   

c.  Procedure 

 The full Learning About My Pain (LAMP) protocol has been published and can be found 

in Eyer and Thorn (2016).  The study was a 3-year comparative efficacy trial of two 

psychosocial group interventions for CP and medical TAU.  The three study conditions were 

cognitive-behavioral group therapy (CBT) for CP, pain psychoeducation (EDU), and TAU 

(control).  Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions after screening and 

pre-treatment interviews in groups of approximately 8 participants.  Each group-based 

intervention met with two trained interventionists for 90 minutes weekly for 10 weeks.  All 

groups took place at one of four Whatley Health Services clinics.  Measures were administered 

to participants during interviews at 4 time-points: Pre-treatment (PRE), mid-treatment (week 5 of 

the groups; MID), post-treatment (after week 10 of the groups; POST), and 6-month post-

treatment follow-up (6MO).  

 Cognitive-Behavioral Group Therapy (CBT).  The intervention used in the cognitive-

behavioral therapy (CBT) treatment condition was adapted for participants with low literacy 

from Thorn (2004) based on previous research (Kuhajda, Thorn, Gaskins, Day, & Cabbil, 2011; 
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Thorn et al., 2011).  The treatment provides participants with “pain facts” in addition to explicit 

skill building to help participants cope with their CP.  Weekly topics included stress appraisal; an 

overview of gate-control theory and the pain neuromatrix; behavioral pacing; coping with strong 

emotions; assertive communication; recognizing and changing unhelpful thoughts and deep 

beliefs; and sleep.  Additionally, participants were guided in weekly relaxation exercises such as 

deep breathing and mindfulness-based relaxation practices, which are also provided to 

participants in the form of CDs for home practice.  

 Pain Psychoeducation Groups (EDU).  The intervention used in the Pain 

Psychoeducation (EDU) treatment condition was adapted for participants with low literacy from 

a combination of previous pain education and CBT manuals (Ehde et al., 2005; Thorn, 2004).  

Participants in the EDU groups received the same “pain facts” as those participants in the CBT 

groups with some additions to match the number of sessions in each condition.  Unlike the CBT 

group, participants in the EDU group did not receive explicit guided information about relaxation 

techniques or skills training for coping with CP.  Weekly topics in the EDU groups included an 

overview of gate-control theory and the pain neuromatrix; the difference between acute and CP; 

the connection between pain and emotions; communication styles; working with healthcare 

providers; the types of CP and their costs; the pain behavior-disability cycle; and sleep.  Like 

participants in the CBT groups, EDU participants also received weekly CDs to take home; 

however, CDs in the EDU groups only contained weekly tips that summarized and reviewed 

topics covered in that week’s session and did not include guided relaxation practice.  

 Medical Treatment-As-Usual (TAU).  All participants continued to receive their regular 

medical TAU at their local Whatley Health Center; however, one-third of the participants in the 

study only received TAU and were a part of the control group to examine if the interventions 
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provided additional benefit above and beyond participants’ regular medical treatment.  

Participants in the TAU condition were interviewed at the same time-points as participants in the 

intervention groups and were monitored over the same amount of time.  At the end of the 6-

month follow-up period, TAU participants were offered the opportunity to participate in a CBT 

group with other TAU participants and participants who had previously “graduated” from one of 

the treatment groups (including 6-month follow-up assessment), but who wanted to continue to 

participate in groups.  More detailed information about all of the treatment conditions and study 

procedures can be found in Eyer and Thorn (2016). 

d.  Statistical Analyses 

 All analyses used two-tailed tests with a default α level of .05.  Descriptive and 

correlational analyses were run on all variables used for this study (a subset of the data collected 

from the LAMP project; Eyer & Thorn, 2016) using SPSS 24 (IBM Corporation, 2016).  To 

address the primary goals of the project and test the study’s hypotheses, MLM was conducted 

using SPSS 24.   

 Determining the multilevel structure of the data.  The expected multilevel structure of 

the data included 3 nested levels: Time-point, participant, and group.  Time-point (PRE, MID, 

POST, 6MO) would be nested within individual participants, and individual participants would 

be nested within groups (i.e., the approximately 8 people who were randomized simultaneously 

to CBT, EDU, or TAU and were followed together through the study).  A 2-level model with the 

individual participant and group levels collapsed was also tested and compared to the 3-level 

model for superior fit using intraclass correlations (ICCs) to evaluate the degree of data 

dependency on the nesting structure.  
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 Hypotheses 1 & 2.  To address the first major goal of the study, MLM was used to see if 

PSS changes across time during the study, and if so, which kind of model best fit and described 

those changes.  Thus, simple linear, quadratic, and piecewise linear models were tested and 

compared.  To test Hypotheses 1 and 2, separate MLMs were tested for each social health 

variable in order to evaluate the longitudinal patterns of each social health variable separately.  

As stated above, the social support variables (companionship, emotional health, informational 

support, and instrumental support) were expected to increase over time for participants in the 

treatment groups, and social isolation was expected to decrease.  Hypothesis 2 stated that the 

reverse pattern was expected for the participants in the TAU condition.  Time (in days relative to 

start of treatment) was included as a level-1 (time-varying) predictor variable and treatment 

condition (CBT, EDU, and TAU) was tested as level-3 predictor variable to evaluate whether or 

not the groups differed in the pattern of changes in PSS across the study.  Time-by-group cross-

level interactions were also tested and were expected to be significant in order to support the first 

two study hypotheses.  One goal of this step of the analyses was to identify the best-fitting 

models to describe any changes across time in each PSS variable for each treatment group.   

Additionally, based on Clay et al. (2008), participant race, age, sex, poverty status, and 

highest grade completed (all as reported at baseline) will be included as level-2 (participant-

level) time-invariant covariates to control for their influence on the social health variables and 

improve the prediction of social health over time. 

 Hypotheses 3 & 4.  To address the second major goal of the study (Hypotheses 3 and 4), 

MLM was also used to predict QOL variables (pain interference, physical disability, depression, 

and anxiety) longitudinally using the social health variables as predictors.  In order for all QOL 

variables to be keyed in the same direction (i.e., higher scores = greater interference and 
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disability and poorer QOL), PROMIS Physical Function items were reverse-scored and a new 

total physical impairment or disability score was calculated (M = 59.6, SD = 12.6).  Four MLMs 

were tested, each using a different QOL variable as the criterion variable being predicted. 

As in testing Hypotheses 1 and 2 above, linear, quadratic, and piecewise linear models 

were tested and compared to determine the best longitudinal pattern of change for the QOL 

variables.  Based on the results of the tests of Hypotheses 1 and 2, the social health variables 

were either used as level-1 or level-2 predictors of QOL to test Hypothesis 3.  Each social health 

variable that was determined to vary significantly across time (i.e., that had a significant non-

zero time slope) was treated as a time-varying level-1 predictor variable.  However, any social 

health variables not found to vary significantly across time were treated as time-invariant 

predictors and were tested at level 2 (the participant level) by using the mean score from across 

the study time-points.  Treatment condition was again used as a level-3 predictor variable and 

time was used as a level-1 predictor.  Cross-level interactions between time and treatment 

condition were also evaluated.  The goals of this step of the analyses were to see if social support 

positively predicted QOL across time and social isolation negatively predicted QOL; to see if 

those changes varied by treatment condition; and to identify the best-fitting model to describe 

these relationships across time for each treatment group.  As above, demographic variables also 

were entered at level 2 to control for them and potentially improve the prediction of QOL. 

To test the Hypothesis 4 (i.e., that social support will produce a buffering effect against 

the negative impact of pain as a stressor on QOL), BPI-Intensity (as a proxy variable for stress) 

was added as a predictor variable to the MLM equations.  First, a MLM predicting pain intensity 

over time was tested using time as the only predictor variable to evaluate whether pain intensity 

was time-varying or –invariant.  Based on the results of that model, pain intensity would be 
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included in the prediction of QOL MLMs as either a time-varying (level 1) or time-invariant 

(level 2) predictor.  Here, the hypothesis would be supported by a significant interaction between 

pain intensity and social support variables in the prediction of QOL variables such that higher 

social support in the presence of higher pain would predict lower negative impact on QOL 

variables than high levels of pain without the presence of social support.   

 Model comparison & selection.  For each of the models described above, Chi-square 

difference tests comparing competing models to the intercept-only model, Akaike information 

criterion (AIC), and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) were used as indicators of goodness-

of-fit and to determine the best model.  ICCs and design effects (Muthén & Satorra, 1995) were 

also calculated to evaluate the data dependency on the nesting structure and to evaluate the best 

fitting structure for the data (i.e., 1-level, 2-level, or 3-level).  Design effects, which account for 

both the interrelatedness of data within clusters and the average size of the clusters, were 

compared to the suggested guideline of 2.0 to determine whether nonignorable dependency of 

the data on the nesting structure was present (Muthén & Satorra, 1995).  Design effects above 

2.0 indicate nonignorable data dependency.  All MLM analyses used maximum likelihood 

method of estimation, which is robust to missing data (Enders & Bandalos, 2001; Larsen, 2011).  

The different time-based MLMs (i.e., simple linear, quadratic, and piecewise linear) were tested 

against the baseline intercept-only model to test if time predictors improved the prediction of the 

criterion variables.  Then, each subsequent model was compared to the selected longitudinal 

model to determine if adding predictors demonstrated any increment in explained variance above 

and beyond changes attributable simply to time.  Hedges’s δT, which is an effect size that is 

appropriate for nested designs, was calculated for each fixed effects estimate and between-
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condition comparison (Hedges, 2007), and were interpreted based on J. Cohen’s (1988) 

conventions for interpreting effect sizes.  
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3.  RESULTS 

a.  Demographics 

The sample for analysis consisted of 290 people with diverse CP conditions.  Participants 

ranged in age from 19 to 71 years, with a mean of 50.6 years and nearly 90% of participants 

being age 40 or older.  The majority of the sample was female (71.0%) and/or Black (64.7%).  

Approximately one-quarter of the sample was married at the time of the pre-treatment interview 

and another quarter was single and has never been married.  The largest portion of participants 

was separated or divorced (32.5%).  The majority of participants were unemployed at baseline 

(67.5%), and an additional 17.5% were retired.  Approximately half of participants completed 

high school or equivalent with another 29.4% earning no degree.  The minimum level of 

education completed for any participant was the fifth grade and the highest was 18 years of 

education.  On average, most participants completed either the eleventh or twelfth grade.  The 

large majority (nearly three-quarters) of the sample was below the household-adjusted poverty 

level. Almost half of the sample (46.5%) was on disability at pre-treatment, with an additional 

36.0% seeking disability.   

The most common type of pain reported was low back pain (85.0%), followed by arthritis 

pain (75.9%), soft tissue or muscle pain (50.3%), and headache pain (47.2%).  The mean number 

of pain types reported was 5.0 (SD = 2.5) with 95.1% reporting more than one type of pain, and 

the mean number of pain sites reported was 6.3 (SD = 3.1) with 96.8% reporting multisite pain.  

Half (50.3%) of the sample reported that low back pain was their primary pain site.  On average, 

participants reported that they have had CP for 17 years.  The most common comorbid health 
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conditions reported by participants were hypertension (63.3%) and diabetes (24.5%).  See Table 

1 for more detailed demographic information. 

b.  Baseline Descriptive Statistics & Between-Condition Comparisons 

See Table 2 for a summary of the baseline descriptive statistics for the current sample on 

the measures described below. 

Social Health Measures.  At the pre-treatment baseline, the overall mean scores for the 

social health scales were 14.2 (SD = 4.2, T = 47.8) for companionship, 16.0 (SD = 4.0, T = 51.0) 

for emotional support, 15.6 (SD = 3.9, T = 52.8) for informational support, 15.9 (SD = 4.1, T = 

52.6) for instrumental support, and 9.4 (SD = 4.2, T = 49.5) for isolation.  Generally, these 

standardized T-scores indicate that participants overall reported an average amount of PSS and 

isolation.  The treatment groups did not differ at baseline on mean companionship, F(2, 287) = 

.113, p = .893; emotional support, F(2, 287) = .760, p = .469; informational support F(2, 286) = 

.037, p = .964; or social isolation, F(2, 287) = 1.139, p = .322.  The ANOVA for mean group 

differences in instrumental support was significant, F(2, 286) = 3.074, p = .048; however, none 

of the pairwise between-condition differences were significant on post-hoc tests.  The difference 

between the TAU (M = 15.04, SD = 4.41) and EDU (M = 16.40, SD = 4.08) conditions 

approached significance on Tukey’s post-hoc test, p = .056. 

BPI.  For the current sample, the overall sample mean for the BPI-Intensity scale at 

baseline was 6.5 (SD = 1.6), which falls between “moderate” and “severe” pain and is considered 

to warrant “aggressive analgesic intervention” (Cleeland, 2006, p. 6240s).  The three treatment 

groups did not differ significantly at baseline on BPI-Intensity, F(2, 287) = .019, p = .981.  
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For the current sample, the overall mean for the BPI-Interference scale at baseline was 

6.6 (SD = 2.0).  The three treatment groups did not differ significantly at baseline on BPI 

Interference, F(2, 287) = 0.173, p = .841.  

PROMIS Physical Function Short Form 20a.  For the current sample, the overall 

sample mean of the Physical Function scores at baseline was 60.4 (SD = 12.6).  That score is 

equivalent to a standardized T-score of 33.2, which is almost two standard deviations below the 

norm, indicating poorer than average physical function.  The three treatment groups did not 

differ significantly at baseline in terms of their degree of physical functioning, F(2, 287) = .196, 

p = .822.  

PHQ-9.  For the current sample, the overall sample mean on the PHQ-9 at pre-treatment 

baseline was 12.1 (SD = 6.4), indicating that participants were reporting, on average, “moderate” 

levels of depression (Kroenke & Spitzer, 2002).  At baseline, participants reported that the 

average amount of difficulty caused by their symptoms of depression fell between “somewhat” 

and “very” difficult (M = 1.22, SD = 0.88).  Scores were suggestive that over one-third of the 

sample (38.3%; n = 111) could meet DSM-IV criteria for Major Depressive Disorder (American 

Psychiatric Association, 1994).  The three treatment groups did not differ in their PHQ-9 total 

scores, F(2, 287) = .838, p = .434, or difficulty scores, F(2, 286) = 2.271, p = .105.  Furthermore, 

the three groups did not differ in the number of participants who met criteria for depression in 

each group, χ2(4, n = 169) = 6.161, p = .187. 

GAD-7.  The mean baseline GAD-7 score for the current sample was 9.1 (SD = 6.0), 

indicating mild (almost moderate) anxiety, on average, for the participants in the sample (PHQ 

and GAD-7 Instructions, n.d.).  Participants reported that the symptoms of anxiety they endorsed 

were related to impairment between “somewhat” and “very” difficult (M = 1.13, SD = 0.84).  
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The three treatment groups did not differ in their GAD-7 total scores, F(2, 287) = 2.213, p = 

.111.  The difference among their difficulty ratings approached significance, F(2, 285) = 2.843, p 

= .060 due to the CBT group’s mean (0.99) being lower than the TAU mean (1.28). 

c.  Preliminary Correlational Analyses   

In order to do a preliminary exploration of the interrelationships among the social health 

variables and among the QOL variables, bivariate Pearson correlations were calculated and are 

presented in tables 3 and 4, respectively.  Among the social health variables, correlations ranged 

in magnitude from .33 to .87, and all of the correlations were significant at the p < .001 level.  

The strongest correlation among the social health variables (excluding total social support) was 

between emotional and informational support, r = .81.  As expected, social isolation was 

negatively correlated with all of the other scales.  It was most strongly correlated with emotional 

support, r = -.46, though the correlations with all of the other social support subscales were 

similar.  Total social support was most strongly correlated with emotional support (r = .87), 

followed closely by informational support (r = .83), though the correlations with each social 

support subscale indicated similar contributions from each support variable, ranging from 

approximately 54% to 75% (not unique variance).  Total social support was strongly negatively 

correlated with social isolation, as well, r = -.69.   

 Among the QOL variables, all correlations were significant (p < .001) and ranged from 

.39 to .78.  The strongest correlation was between depression (PHQ-9) and anxiety (GAD-7), r = 

.78.  The weakest correlation was between anxiety and physical disability (reverse-scored 

PROMIS Physical Function 20a), r = .39.  The other correlations were in the magnitude of .4 to 

.6, and all correlations were in the positive direction, as would be expected.   
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d.  Data Preparation for Multilevel Analyses 

 In order to account for variability in the relative timing of assessment dates, the time 

variable used in all subsequent analyses was calculated based on each individual participant’s 

assessment dates relative to the treatment start date.  All values for the time variables used in the 

subsequent models and analyses were coded in terms of number of days.  Thus, all time variables 

were centered on the treatment start date with negative values representing PRE assessment days 

and positive values representing the MID, POST, and 6MO assessments. 

 When calculating predicted scores for figures, the predictions were based on the expected 

assessment dates: 0 days (PRE), 35 days (MID, i.e., 5 weeks), 70 days (POST, i.e., 10 weeks), 

and 252 days (6MO, i.e., 36 weeks).   

 In order to appropriately and accurately account for the clustering of group cohorts in the 

study, the grouping variable used for subsequent analyses was coded such that participants in the 

CBT and EDU conditions were identified by their randomized group cohort, whereas 

participants in the TAU condition were identified by their individual participant ID.  This 

decision was made in order to take into account and represent the fact that participants in the 

TAU condition did not participate with other study participants during the course of the 

treatment phase and 6-month follow-up, unlike the participants in the treatment conditions, and 

thus were not in equivalent group clusters.  Thus, each TAU participant was treated as their own 

one-person group cluster, and participants in the treatment conditions were treated as members of 

group clusters with the other participants with whom they were randomly assigned to treatment 

condition with whom they interacted for the duration of the 10-week group treatment.  
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e.  Determining Multilevel Structure of Social Health Variables 

 In order to establish the nesting structure for the social health variables (i.e., PROMIS 

Social Health Scales for companionship, emotional support, informational support, instrumental 

support, and social isolation), ICCs and design effects were calculated based on 3-level and 2-

level intercept-only models (see Table 5).  For the 3-level models, repeated measures were 

nested within participants, which were nested within group cohorts.  For the 2-level models, 

repeated measures were nested within participants.   

The level-2 (participant-level) ICCs for the social health variables ranged from 0.64 for 

Companionship and Informational Support to 0.71 for Instrumental Support, and participant-

level design effects ranged from 2.92 (Companionship, Informational Support) to 3.12 

(Instrumental Support).  These values were above the traditional guidelines suggesting that 

design effects above 2.0 represent a nonignorable data dependency on the nesting structure 

(Muthén & Satorra, 1995).  However, the level-3 (group-level) ICCs ranged from less than .01 

(for Informational and Instrumental Support) to 0.04 (Companionship and Social Isolation) and 

the group-level design effects ranged from 1.00 (representing no measured data dependency; 

Informational and Instrumental Support) to 1.05 (Companionship and Social Isolation).  These 

values indicate minimal data dependency on the nesting structure at the level of the group 

cohorts for the social health variables, and the design effects are below the traditional 2.0 

guideline.   

Furthermore, when comparing the 3-level models to the 2-level models, the AICs and 

BICs for all 2-level models were lower than the corresponding 3-level models for all social 

health variables, indicating superior fit to the data for the 2-level models.  The magnitude of the 
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BIC differences provided positive to strong evidence (based on Raftery, 1996) for selecting the 

2-level over the 3-level models for all social health variables.  

After establishing that the 2-level models provided the best fit for the data, simple linear, 

piecewise linear, and quadratic growth models were tested to determine which pattern best fit the 

data (see Table 6).  Piecewise growth models were created by recoding the time variable to test 

the slopes from PRE to POST (Piece 1) and POST to 6MO (Piece 2) separately.   

 The Chi-square difference test indicated that the piecewise linear growth models for 

Companionship and Emotional Support and the simple linear, quadratic, and piecewise linear 

growth models for Informational Support demonstrated significantly better fit than the intercept-

only model.  None of the three models showed improved fit over the intercept-only model for 

predicting Instrumental Support or Social Isolation, based on the Chi-square difference test.  AIC 

was lowest for the piecewise models of Companionship, Emotional Support, Informational 

Support, and Instrumental Support and the simple linear model of Social Isolation.  BIC was 

lowest for the simple linear models for Emotional Support, Informational Support, Instrumental 

Support, and Social Isolation and the piecewise model of Companionship.  For all 5 models, the 

piecewise model explained the greatest proportion of variance, ranging from 10.12% for Social 

Isolation to 20.92% for Informational Support.  In order to have the models with the highest 

explanatory power, percentage of variance explained was prioritized when selecting the best 

model.  Thus, for all social health variables except Social Isolation, the majority of evidence 

supported the piecewise growth model as the best model over the linear and quadratic models.  

In order to keep the models comparable and to improve ease of overall interpretation of the 

models, the decision was made to use the same type of model for all social health variables since 

the same model was deemed superior for 4 out of the 5 variables.  Based on these results, the 
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piecewise growth models were used for subsequent analyses of social health variables.  See 

Table 6 for a summary of these comparisons. 

f.  Tests of Hypotheses 1 & 2 

Table 7 displays unstandardized estimates, standard errors, p-values, and estimates of 

effect size (Hedges’s δT) from the piecewise linear growth models predicting social health 

variables.  Figures 1 through 5 display the predicted mean scores for the social health variables at 

each study time point, based on the intended dates of assessment (PRE = 0 days; MID = 35 days; 

POST = 70 days; 6MO = 252 days) and the means for the sociodemographic covariates (race, 

age, sex, poverty status, and education).   

The results of the multilevel piecewise linear growth models indicated that 

Companionship and Instrumental Support were stable (i.e., statistically unchanged) across Piece 

1 (PRE to POST) and Piece 2 (POST to 6MO) for all three study conditions (see Table 7).  

Within-condition, TAU participants reported significantly decreasing scores on Emotional 

Support and Informational Support and EDU participants reported significantly decreasing 

scores on Social Isolation from POST to 6MO (Piece 2).  Effect size estimates (Hedges’s δT) 

indicated that all of these effects were very small.  No other within condition change 

estimates/slopes were significant.   

Relative to TAU (between-condition slope differences), participants in the treatment 

conditions did not demonstrate changes on any of the social health variables from PRE to POST 

or POST to 6MO.  Furthermore, the slopes for CBT and EDU were not statistically different 

from each other on any social health variables across either Piece 1 or Piece 2 (see Table 7). 

Based on these results, it was determined that Companionship and Instrumental Support 

did not vary across time, whereas Emotional support, Informational Support, and Social Isolation 
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demonstrated significant (though modest) within-condition variation across time for at least one 

treatment condition.  As such, for the tests of hypotheses 3 and 4, the means from across all 

study time points were used as level 2 (time-invariant participant-level) predictor variables for 

Companionship and Instrumental Support.  Emotional Support, Informational Support, and 

Social Isolation were retained as level 1 (time-varying, within-person) predictors.   

g.  Determining Multilevel Structure of Quality-of-Life Variables 

 See Table 8 for a summary of the 3-level and 2-level intercept-only models for QOL 

variables, including ICCs and design effects.  Group-level (level-3) ICCs for QOL variables 

(pain interference: BPI-Interference; disability: reverse-scored PROMIS Physical Function 20a; 

depression: PHQ-9; and anxiety: GAD-7) ranged from 0.06 for Pain Interference to 0.19 for 

Anxiety and the group-level design effects ranged from 1.08 for Pain Interference to 1.25 for 

Anxiety.  All of those design effect values were less than 2.0, indicating minimal dependency on 

the group clustering at the third level.  Participant-level ICCs ranged from .60 for Pain 

Interference to .76 for Disability, and design effects ranged from 2.79 for Pain Interference to 

3.28 for Disability.  These values indicate non-negligible data dependency on the nesting 

structure at the participant level.  Based on those results, 2-level models were used for predicting 

the QOL variables.   

 For all QOL variables, the Chi-square difference test showed that all three models 

(simple linear, quadratic, and piecewise linear) fit the data significantly better than the intercept-

only model.  The AIC and BIC were lowest for the piecewise model for all QOL variables.  

Furthermore, the piecewise model explained the largest portion of variance among the three 

models tested for each QOL variable, ranging from 24.4% (for anxiety) to 38.63% (for 

disability), which was approximately double the amount of variance accounted for by the next 
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best model for each QOL variable.  See Table 9 for a summary of the comparisons among these 

growth models. 

h.  Tests of Hypothesis 3 

Table 10 displays unstandardized estimates, standard errors, p-values, and estimates of 

effect size (Hedges’s δT) from the piecewise linear growth models predicting QOL variables 

using social health variables as predictors.  Figures 6 through 9 display the predicted mean scores 

for the QOL variables at each study time point, based on the intended dates of assessment (PRE 

= 0 days; MID = 35 days; POST = 70 days; 6MO = 252 days), the means for model covariates 

(race, age, sex, poverty status, and education), and the combined effect of all five social health 

variables.  The predicted values in Figures 6 through 9 are based on the study means for 

Companionship and Instrumental Support (the time-invariant social health variables from the 

tests of hypotheses 1 and 2) and the means of Emotional Support, Informational Support, and 

Social Isolation at each time point (the time-varying social health variables from the tests of 

hypotheses 1 and 2) in order to take into account the longitudinal changes in the time-varying 

social health variables.  Figures 10 through 13 display the significant effects of social health 

variables in predicting each QOL variable, based on the same intended dates of assessment used 

in Figures 6 through 9 and the means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and 

education).  Figures 10 through 13 controlled for the effect of the non-specified social health 

variables by using the mean values for the other social health variables (i.e., the study means for 

Companionship and Instrumental Support and time-point means for Emotional Support, 

Informational Support, and Social Isolation).  Figures 10 through 13 represent the mean effect of 

each social health variable across all three treatment conditions. 
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Results of the piecewise linear growth models indicated that higher scores on 

Companionship and Emotional Support predicted lower Pain Interference scores across time, 

whereas higher scores on Instrumental Support and Social Isolation predicted more Pain 

Interference (see Table 10).  Adding social health variables as predictors of pain interference 

explained 0.52% of within-person variance and 36.05% of between-person variance relative to 

the model that only included the time predictor variables and sociodemographic covariates.  

Higher scores on Companionship predicted decreasing Disability, whereas higher scores 

on Instrumental Support and Social Isolation predicted greater Disability scores across time.  

Adding social health variables as predictors of Disability explained 0.69% of within-person 

variance and 19.98% of between-person variance beyond the model that only included the time 

predictor variables and sociodemographic covariates. 

Higher scores on Companionship and Emotional Support predicted decreasing 

Depression, and higher scores on Instrumental Support and Social Isolation predicted increasing 

Depression.  Adding social health variables as predictors of Depression was associated with a 

very small decrease in within-person explained variance (-0.02%) and a large increase in 

between-person variance explained (52.72%) relative to the model that only included the time 

predictor variables and sociodemographic covariates. 

For Anxiety, higher scores on Instrumental Support and Social Isolation predicted 

increasing scores across the course of the study.  Adding social health variables as predictors of 

Anxiety was associated with 0.06% within-person variance explained and 67.06% between-

person variance explained above and beyond the model that only included time and the 

sociodemographic covariates. 
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For all four QOL variables, adding social health variables as predictors improved the 

overall fit of the model, as indicated by significant Chi-square difference tests, and lower AICs 

and BICs for all four QOL outcome variables.  None of the social health variables interacted 

with the treatment variables in predicting any of the QOL variables, indicating that the effect of 

the social health variables was consistent across the treatment groups. 

i.  Tests of Hypothesis 4 

Before testing Hypothesis 4, the time-varying nature of Pain Severity was assessed to 

determine if it would be used as level-1 or level-2 predictor variable.  A significant effect of time 

(-0.002, p < .001) in predicting Pain Severity indicated that pain severity did vary across time, 

and thus it was used as a time-varying level-1 predictor in the models used to test Hypothesis 4.   

To test Hypothesis 4, which was based on the Buffering Hypothesis of Social Support (S. 

Cohen, 2004; S. Cohen & Wills, 1985), Pain Severity was added to the models predicting QOL 

variables as a proxy variable for stress and its interactions with each of the PSS variables was 

evaluated for significance.  The hypothesis would be supported by a significant interaction 

between a PSS variable and Pain Severity such that higher PSS in the presence of high Pain 

Severity scores is associated with lower Pain Interference, Disability, Depression, or Anxiety 

than high Pain Severity scores with lower PSS scores.  Hypothesis 4 was not supported for any 

of the models predicting QOL outcome variables using Pain Severity as a proxy for stress.  
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4.  DISCUSSION 

a.  General Discussion 

Previous research has linked the quality of interpersonal relationships with the experience 

of pain, suggesting that pain both affects and is affected by social support and related variables.  

However, little to no previous research has provided an adequate description of what occurs in 

the relationships of people with CP over time.  The current study endeavored to characterize the 

trajectories of multiple aspects of social support for multiply disadvantaged people with CP.  

Furthermore, this study described the social support differences between people participating in 

psychosocial treatments for CP and people receiving medical TAU.  Another goal of the study 

was to evaluate the relationships between social support variables and QOL variables.   

 The author proposed two hypotheses related to the first study goal.  Hypothesis 1 

predicted that participants in the treatment conditions would report increasing levels of PSS over 

the course of the study and decreasing levels of social isolation.  Hypothesis 2 predicted that 

participants in the TAU condition would report the opposite pattern as their treated counterparts.  

The results of the study provided partial support for both hypotheses 1 and 2.   

Hypothesis 1 was partially supported by the fact that social isolation scores did decrease 

in the EDU participants during the follow-up period.  However, CBT participants did not report 

such changes, and neither treatment condition demonstrated increases in the PSS variables across 

either study epoch.  Hypothesis 2 was partially supported by the fact that within-condition 

change estimates (slopes) indicated that TAU participants did, in fact, report decreasing levels of 

two dimensions of PSS, emotional support and informational support, but only from during the 
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6-month follow-up period.  Whereas there were selective decreases in PSS in the TAU 

participants, the remainder of hypothesis 2 was not supported by the fact that social isolation did 

not increase in TAU. 

The latter two study hypotheses were related to the second major goal of the study to 

examine the relationships between social health variables and QOL.  Consistent with hypothesis 

3, the results of the study indicated that higher levels of companionship and emotional support 

predicted lower levels of pain interference and depression and higher levels of companionship 

predicted lower levels of disability.  As further evidence in support of hypothesis 3, higher levels 

of social isolation were found to predict higher levels of pain interference, disability, depression, 

and anxiety.  Counter to the prediction of hypothesis 3, however, higher levels of instrumental 

support were found to be associated with poorer QOL across all 4 outcome variables.  Taken 

together, these results provide partial support for hypothesis 3.  

Hypothesis 4 was based on the Buffering Hypothesis of Social Support (S. Cohen, 2004; 

S. Cohen & Wills, 1985), which postulates that social support serves a protective function when 

people interact with stress-inducing situations, such as the experience of pain.  Specifically, S. 

Cohen (2004) states that the Buffering Hypothesis predicts that people who experience stress in 

the presence of perceptions of adequate social support will experience fewer and/or less severe 

adverse effects of stress exposure.  None of the results provided any support for hypothesis 4, 

which was disconfirmed in this sample.  

b.  Hypotheses 1 & 2 

Even though the overall pattern of results partially supported study hypotheses 1 and 2, 

the specific trajectories of social support change are curious and unexpected.  Implicit in the 

original study hypotheses was the assumption that improvements in social health in the treatment 
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conditions would occur during the intervention period.  However, upon closer examination of the 

slopes derived from the MLMs, it becomes apparent that all of the significant changes in social 

health variables occurred after the intervention period.  For those participants in the EDU 

condition who reported decreasing levels of social isolation, those improvements appeared to 

occur after treatment cessation.  Though surprising, this latency to observe treatment benefits for 

isolation might be explained in a number of ways.  Participants might have needed time to 

practice the skills they were learning in the treatment groups before reaching a level of 

proficiency that was associated with observable increases in their social relationships.  Relatedly, 

other people in participants’ lives might have taken time to become accustomed to participants’ 

newly assertive behaviors.  Since changes in social relationships (even perceived changes) 

reasonably involve both the participant and others, the latency might be explained by the amount 

of time it takes for the relationships, themselves, to adjust to changes as well as how long it takes 

for participants to perceive those improvements.  Furthermore, decreases in isolation might have 

been a benefit of less pain, less functional impairment from pain, or decreases in depression, and 

thus the improvements might have been delayed until enough improvement from pain was 

experienced and participants were able to become more actively engaged in their lives and with 

other people.   

These changes might also be due to factors or changes that occurred outside of and were 

unrelated to the treatment; however, the fact that the changes were only observed in the EDU 

group suggests that they were likely due to something specific that occurred in that condition.  

Even though EDU and CBT were closely matched on time spent with therapists and topics 

covered in the sessions, the fact that EDU did not contain explicit skills building meant that, for 

logistical reasons, more time was spent in discussion with other group members.  This greater 
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time for discussion among participants resulted in participants sharing more about their common 

experiences with pain and participants offering and providing more support to each other.  As 

such, the observed decreases in isolation might have been due to greater opportunity to connect 

with other people who have had experience with CP, a hypothesis supported at least to some 

degree by statements made by participants during the groups and POST qualitative interviews.    

Most of the changes that occurred in social health variables actually occurred in the 

untreated participants during the follow-up period.  These changes represented small but 

significant deterioration of emotional and informational support that was not observed in the 

treated participants, which is generally consistent with the small amount of existing research on 

longitudinal social support and social support for people with CP.  Based on these results, the 

potential social health benefit of participating in these psychosocial treatment groups is that they 

appear to confer some level of protection against otherwise natural perceived erosion of 

interpersonal relationships.  That being said, it is important to acknowledge that these effects 

were very small and not observed when controlling for the non-significant changes in the TAU 

condition.   

The fact that the deterioration in support among TAU participants was only observed 

during the follow-up period suggests that participation in the study control group was not 

completely inert.  During the parallel treatment period, TAU participants received regular contact 

from study personnel, including participant coordinators and research assistants who displayed 

empathy, warmth, and interest toward participants and took time to listen to participants’ about 

their experiences with pain.  During qualitative interviews at the POST and 6MO time points, 

some participants in the TAU condition reported believing that they were receiving the active 

treatments due to the therapeutic benefit of talking to study personnel at each assessment.  Some 
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participants noted how much they appreciated that someone displayed concern for them as 

people and for their experiences with pain, while others talked about learning new coping 

strategies for pain during the interviews based on experimenting with skills suggested by some of 

the assessment questions.  These connections with supportive and empathic others during the 

study assessments could explain why TAU participants did not report declines in PSS during the 

study period.  During the follow-up period, contact with the participants was less frequent, which 

might have resulted in a decreased sense of emotional support or informational support over the 

course of those 6 months.   

The overall stability of social health variables observed in the current study is generally 

consistent with other studies.  When previous research has demonstrated changes in social 

support across time, they are most frequently observed in decreases in emotional support, which 

was also observed in the current study in the TAU condition.  The lack of more substantial 

changes in the social health variables might be due to PSS being more dispositional or 

personality-based, and thus less responsive to interventions.  This hypothesis might be supported 

by the fact that the social health variables explained substantial portions of the between-person 

variance in the QOL variables and very little of the within-person variance.  Alternatively, 

perceptions of relationships might be clouded by mood, and as such, improvements in mood 

might actually drive changes in PSS and isolation.  The current study was not designed in such a 

way as to allow for disentangling these kinds of order of effects.  Furthermore, the treatments 

used in this study were not specifically designed to target social support or participants’ 

relationships.  As such, the small changes observed are noteworthy.  It is also possible that the 

treatment itself was not long enough to contribute to greater changes in social support or that a 

longer follow up period is necessary to allow the benefits of treatment to ripple into participants’ 
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relationships enough to demonstrate more substantial changes or improvements.  The fact that 

the time variables accounted for between 10.12% and 20.92% of the within-person variance is 

suggestive that social health variables are not completely stagnant over time, even the ones that 

were not found to vary significantly over time in the present study.  

c.  Hypothesis 3 

Despite the overall stability of social support observed in the current study, the social 

health variables were predictive of QOL variables and this effect did not differ by treatment 

condition.  Only informational support was not predictive of any QOL variables.  Pain 

interference and depression were both significantly predicted by four out of five social health 

variables, with companionship and emotional support predicting better QOL and instrumental 

support and isolation predicting poorer QOL on those dimensions.  Likewise, companionship 

predicted lower disability, and instrumental support and social isolation predicted greater 

disability and anxiety. Decreases in anxiety were not associated with any of the social health 

variables, however.  Whereas the association between more isolation and poorer QOL is intuitive 

on its face, the similar association between instrumental support and poor QOL is less obviously 

understood.  That being said, the consistent finding regarding instrumental support makes sense 

in the context of research on solicitous responses to pain (Boothby, Thorn, Overduin, & Ward, 

2004; McCracken, 2005; Paulsen & Altmaier, 1995; Romano et al., 1995; Turk et al., 1992).  

Rather than fostering greater functional improvements, instrumental support might actually 

interfere with participants’ ability to manage their pain when other people do not give the person 

with CP the opportunity to try to do things for themselves.   

These findings suggest that future research and clinical work with people with CP should 

account for the interpersonal context in which patients are embedded.  It is important to qualify 
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these results, however, by noting that the effect sizes for all of the associations between social 

health variables and QOL variables were very small.  These results highlight an important issue 

to consider when interpreting any clinical research results.  Even though significant findings 

were revealed by the current study, it is important not to over-interpret the results by prematurely 

trying to generalize them to other samples without first validating them with more studies.  The 

very small but significant effects found in the current study underscore the importance of 

keeping in mind the difference between statistical significance and clinical importance, 

meaningfulness, or utility.  The current study had the benefit of a large sample which was able to 

be sensitive enough to detect these very small differences, which, though reliable in the current 

sample, might be specific to the particular group of participants in the current study.  The 

statistical significance here tells us that the results are reliable within the people studied, but tells 

us little about whether the relationships would be observed in other samples.  As such, these 

results should be interpreted with caution and not over-stated before future research replicates 

and verifies these patterns in other populations. 

d.  Hypothesis 4 

The final study hypothesis was not supported by the current data.  The Buffering 

Hypothesis suggests that PSS protects people against the deleterious effects of stress.  However, 

the current study suggests that the benefit of social support for the current sample and with the 

specific outcome variables studied are more main effects than interactive effects that are 

triggered in response to stress.  The current study might not have found support for the Buffering 

Hypothesis because pain intensity might not have been the best representations of stress or the 

buffering effects of support might not be detectable over the time period studied.  One reason 

pain intensity might not have been a good proxy for stress in the current sample is that 
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participants might have learned to appraise their stress differently while participating in the 

groups.  As this was actually an intended and desirable outcome for the group participants, we 

could reasonably expect that pain intensity was less closely tied to perceptions of stress after 

participating in the treatment groups.  Furthermore, for participants as a whole, the consequences 

of pain or factors external to but complicated by the pain (e.g., relationship stress, financial 

stress, difficulties with transportation or childcare, etc.) might have actually been more salient 

stressors than the pain itself. 

e.  Strengths 

 Strengths of the current study included the large sample size, which although making the 

study potentially over-sensitive to detecting small differences or changes, did allow the 

researchers confidence that small, important differences would not be overlooked.  Furthermore, 

the study examined the variables and relationships of interest over time in a true longitudinal 

design with repeated measures from the same sample of participants and was also able to 

examine differences across groups of participants who both received and did not receive 

psychosocial interventions for their pain.   The current study also utilized a sample of 

participants who have historically been overlooked or overtly excluded from research on 

psychosocial treatments for CP, providing a window into the experiences of an understudied 

population in need of interventions adapted to meet their particular needs.  Thus, not only does 

the study address gaps in the social support literature as a longitudinal study of social support 

among people with CP, but it also contributes to the literature by doing so in a disenfranchised 

population.   
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f.  Limitations 

The data used in the current paper were collected from a larger research study that was 

focused on examining the efficacy and effectiveness of literacy-adapted group psychosocial 

treatments for CP in a multiply disadvantaged population.  Thus, the focus of the original study 

and of the interventions was not on understanding or improving interpersonal relationships 

among participants.  CBT included assertiveness training and EDU included education about 

communication styles, including assertiveness, without explicit skill building.  Both 

interventions included common therapeutic factors, such as building group cohesion, developing 

alliance with the therapists, interactive teaching, active listening, and empathy, which could 

reasonably be expected to be associated with or causal of improvements in social health.  

However, any such improvements were serendipitous rather than the goals of the treatments.   

Statistically, the outcome variables examined in the study could have been modeled 

differently to potentially provide a different understanding of the data.  In particular, different 

inflection points could have been used for the piecewise models besides the POST assessment.  

Perhaps changes occurred at MID rather than POST, or perhaps they occurred at both time 

points.  Furthermore, the current study was not designed to test cross-lagged effects, which 

would shed light on the order of changes of outcome variables in the study.  Because the current 

study was focused on providing a description of the overall patterns of change rather than the 

causal order, cross-lagged analyses were not used and were not the focus.   

The entire sample of participants used for the current sample was drawn from within the 

same healthcare system, potentially limiting the generalizability of the results.  Additionally, 

there is always the potential that self-selection of participants might bias the results.  Finally, it is 

important to acknowledge the fact that the TAU results, in particular, might not represent a truly 
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naturalistic description of what happens among “typical” patients with CP.  The nature of the 

interactions with study personnel during participants’ tenure in the study appears to have some 

(non-significant) therapeutic effect, at least for some participants.  Thus, the TAU condition 

might not represent a “true control” group due to the benefits of contact with empathic and 

interested assessors and participant coordinators.   

g.  Future Directions 

The current study provides a foundation for multiple lines of future research that can both 

extend and improve upon the conclusions drawn here.  Follow-up research using this same 

sample of participants can provide more information by examining cross-lagged effects and 

testing different inflection points to gain more insight about the relative timing of changes during 

the course of the study.  Furthermore, alternative analysis methods, such as latent growth 

modeling, might be informative.  The current dataset also provides the opportunity to examine 

which specific factors of treatment, such as group cohesion and alliance with therapists, are 

predictive of changes in social health variables.  Additionally, heterogeneity of treatment effects 

analyses can use moderation analysis to identify characteristics of sub-groups of participants 

whose social relationships are most likely to benefit from the treatment.  Mediation analysis 

could also build upon the current research by examining mechanisms of change over time.  The 

current study is well suited for such analyses given its repeated measures design.  Finally, future 

research should examine whether integrating interventions into the treatment protocol that 

specifically target relationships and social health of participants might provide greater benefit 

over the current treatments which more incidentally addressed participants’ social context. 
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h.  Conclusions 

 The current study represents an effort to characterize the longitudinal nature of social 

support and isolation and their relationships with other QOL outcome variables in an 

understudied and under-served sample of people with CP.  Not only is longitudinal research on 

social support lacking, but it is especially insufficient with respect to CP, a condition known to 

both adversely affect relationships and to be significantly impacted by them.  The current study 

demonstrates that social support among participants with CP is relatively stable over 9 months 

(which is a relatively short time compared to other existing literature in this domain), with the 

exception of small but significant erosions in emotional and information support for patients who 

are only receiving usual medical care.  This finding supports previous research and extends the 

research base in this area.  Furthermore, those decreases in social health were not observed in the 

treatment groups.  Thus, the benefit of participating in psychosocial treatments for pain with 

respect to relationships seems to be more about protecting people from deteriorating 

relationships rather than raising them to higher than baseline levels.  Additionally, the 

participants in the EDU treatment condition reported a small decrease in social isolation during 

the treatment follow-up period, suggesting a potential specific benefit for participants in that 

condition, which might be explained by the additional time those participants were able to spend 

interacting with and providing support to each other.  Higher levels of companionship and 

emotional support were associated with improving QOL for participants across time, whereas 

higher levels of instrumental support and isolation were associated with poorer QOL.  However, 

the buffering effects of PSS were not supported in the current study, suggesting a main effects 

benefit of certain aspects of social support.  Taken together, the current study results do suggest 

that it is important to design research and clinical interventions that assess and target the social 
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context for patients with CP from different backgrounds, as we continue to better understand the 

many biopsychosocial contributions to the complex problem that is CP. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Companionship Scores.  Higher scores 
indicate higher levels of companionship.  Predicted values are based on multilevel models using 
assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days and 
means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  CBT = Cognitive-
behavioral group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-usual; EDU = group pain 
psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 2.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Emotional Support Scores.  Higher 
scores indicate higher levels of emotional support.  Predicted values are based on multilevel 
models using assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 
252 days and means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  CBT = 
Cognitive-behavioral group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-usual; EDU = group 
pain psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 3.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Informational Support Scores.  Higher 
scores indicate higher levels of informational support.  Predicted values are based on multilevel 
models using assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 
252 days and means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  CBT = 
Cognitive-behavioral group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-usual; EDU = group 
pain psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 4.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Instrumental Support Scores.  Higher 
scores indicate higher levels of instrumental support.  Predicted values are based on multilevel 
models using assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 
252 days and means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  CBT = 
Cognitive-behavioral group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-usual; EDU = group 
pain psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 5.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Social Isolation Scores.  Higher scores 
indicate higher levels of social isolation.  Predicted values are based on multilevel models using 
assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days and 
means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  CBT = Cognitive-
behavioral group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-usual; EDU = group pain 
psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 6.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Pain Interference Scores.  Higher scores 
indicate higher levels of pain interference, and thus lower scores indicate improvement.  
Predicted values are based on multilevel models using assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, mMID 
= 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days, means for model covariates (race, age, sex, 
poverty status, and education), as well as study means for Companionship and Instrumental 
Support and time-point means for Emotional Support, Informational Support, and Social 
Isolation.  CBT = Cognitive-behavioral group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-
usual; EDU = group pain psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical 
treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 7.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Disability Scores.  Higher scores 
indicate higher levels of disability, and thus lower scores indicate improvement.  Predicted 
values are based on multilevel models using assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, 
POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days, means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty 
status, and education), as well as study means for Companionship and Instrumental Support and 
time-point means for Emotional Support, Informational Support, and Social Isolation.  CBT = 
Cognitive-behavioral group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-usual; EDU = group 
pain psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 8.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Depression Scores.  Higher scores 
indicate higher levels of depression, and thus lower scores indicate improvement.  Predicted 
values are based on multilevel models using assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, 
POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days, means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty 
status, and education), as well as study means for Companionship and Instrumental Support and 
time-point means for Emotional Support, Informational Support, and Social Isolation.  CBT = 
Cognitive-behavioral group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-usual; EDU = group 
pain psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 9.  Piecewise Linear Growth Model of Predicted Anxiety Scores.  Higher scores indicate 
higher levels of anxiety, and thus lower scores indicate improvement.  Predicted values are based 
on multilevel models using assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, 
and 6MO = 252 days, means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education), 
as well as study means for Companionship and Instrumental Support and time-point means for 
Emotional Support, Informational Support, and Social Isolation.  CBT = Cognitive-behavioral 
group therapy for chronic pain + medical treatment-as-usual; EDU = group pain 
psychoeducation + medical treatment-as-usual; TAU = medical treatment-as-usual. 
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Figure 10.  Piecewise Linear Growth Models of Significant Effects of Social Health Variables 
on Predicted Pain Interference Scores.  Higher scores indicate higher levels of pain interference, 
and thus lower scores indicate improvement.  Predicted values are based on multilevel models 
using assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days 
and means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  Each model used 
the mean values for the other social health variables (i.e., the study means for Companionship 
and Instrumental Support and time-point means for Emotional Support, Informational Support, 
and Social Isolation).  Values represent the mean effect of each social health variable across all 
three treatment conditions.  
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Figure 11.  Piecewise Linear Growth Models of Significant Effects of Social Health Variables 
on Predicted Disability Scores.  Higher scores indicate higher levels of disability, and thus lower 
scores indicate improvement.  Predicted values are based on multilevel models using assessment 
dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days and means for 
model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  Each model used the mean 
values for the other social health variables (i.e., the study means for Companionship and 
Instrumental Support and time-point means for Emotional Support, Informational Support, and 
Social Isolation).  Values represent the mean effect of each social health variable across all three 
treatment conditions.  
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Figure 12.  Piecewise Linear Growth Models of Significant Effects of Social Health Variables 
on Predicted Depression Scores.  Higher scores indicate higher levels of depression, and thus 
lower scores indicate improvement.  Predicted values are based on multilevel models using 
assessment dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days and 
means for model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  Each model used the 
mean values for the other social health variables (i.e., the study means for Companionship and 
Instrumental Support and time-point means for Emotional Support, Informational Support, and 
Social Isolation).  Values represent the mean effect of each social health variable across all three 
treatment conditions.  
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Figure 13.  Piecewise Linear Growth Models of Significant Effects of Social Health Variables 
on Predicted Anxiety Scores.  Higher scores indicate higher levels of anxiety, and thus lower 
scores indicate improvement.  Predicted values are based on multilevel models using assessment 
dates at PRE = 0 days, MID = 35 days, POST = 70 days, and 6MO = 252 days and means for 
model covariates (race, age, sex, poverty status, and education).  Each model used the mean 
values for the other social health variables (i.e., the study means for Companionship and 
Instrumental Support and time-point means for Emotional Support, Informational Support, and 
Social Isolation).  Values represent the mean effect of each social health variable across all three 
treatment conditions.  
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